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~Received 12 December 1995; accepted for publication 5 November 1997! Random acoustic fields and their energetic quantities ~acoustic active and reactive intensities, potential and kinetic energy densities! are described in terms of the mutual coherences between sources. Conditions to correctly construct the coherence matrix of sources in a multivariate random process are given. It is shown that the description of a sound field using the coherence matrix of source is equivalent to the superposition of a number of independent coherent fields, which do not correspond to the original localized sources. A method based on processing the principal components of the coherence matrix of sources is given to reduce the number of necessary fields. The coherence function between acoustic pressure and particle velocity and the curl of active intensity are proposed as two indicators for estimating the degree of coherence and the polarization of acoustic fields. These indicators are analyzed theoretically and experimentally. The description of the structure of partially coherent fields is generalized by the definition of the field matrix whose rank is an indicator of the local complexity of an acoustic field. © 1998 Acoustical Society of America. @S0001-4966~98!04102-2# PACS numbers: 43.58.Fm, 43.20.Fn, 43.60.Cg @SLE#



INTRODUCTION



For a better comprehension of the characteristics of sound intensity fields observed around real sources, models consisting of point sources have often been used to simulate the complexity of interference fields.1–4 It has been shown that the influence of the coherence between sources on the directivity of acoustic radiation is considerable.3 The relationship of the coherence between elementary sources is important when studying the structure of acoustic fields corresponding to harmonic ~fully coherent! or random ~partially coherent! fields. The latter case is the general situation encountered in industrial applications. However, many techniques, such as the holography reconstruction, the identification of models, and active control, are based on the relationships defined for coherent fields. Their adaptation to general fields requires a model for these random fields. Filippi and Mazzoni5 used the cross spectrum between two pressure points to describe these fields and gave a decomposition method in elementary fields. The objective of this paper is to investigate an energy field produced by partially coherent sources using a source model composed of elementary sources ~monopoles and dipoles!. The definition of a coherence matrix of sources in Sec. I is a solution for the representation of a partially coherent field and allows all the energetic quantities to be expressed and calculated. Conditions are given to correctly construct the coherence matrix of sources. In Sec. II, the a!
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relationships between partially coherent fields and their decomposed-independent fields are established by the analysis of the principal components of the coherence matrix of sources. It is shown that a partially coherent field can be represented as the superposition of independent fields. Section III presents how to characterize the structure of a partially coherent field using two measurable indicators which are expressed in terms of the coherence matrix of sources: the coherence function between acoustic pressure and particle velocity and the curl of active intensity. Finally we will show that the field matrix defined in this paper can be used to reveal the structure of an acoustic field from all the relationships between the energetic quantities. I. REPRESENTATIONS OF ENERGY FIELD FROM A SOURCE MODEL



Energetic quantities, such as the active and reactive intensities and the potential and kinetic energy densities, are very useful for studying energy flow and source location. The purpose of this section is to show how to express energy fields of partially coherent sources. First, the fundamental relationships for energetic quantities in a coherent field are reviewed. Then, the expressions for a partially coherent sound field will be developed using a coherence matrix of sources. A. Fundamental relationships of coherent fields



The time-averaged energetic quantities of an acoustic field can be expressed using the complex notation of the pressure p and the particle velocity u. Thus, the active intensity I and the reactive intensity J can be written in the form of a complex intensity P6,7 as follows: P5I1 jJ5 21 pu* ,
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and the potential and kinetic energy densities V and T are expressed, respectively, as V5



upu2 4rc2



~2a!



T5



r u–u, 4



~2b!



and



where r is the density of the medium and c is the speed of sound. The relationships between these quantities have been first given by Smith et al.,8 “–I50,



~3a!



“–J52kc ~ V2T ! ,
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“3I5
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~3c! ~3d!



“3J50,



where k5 v /c is the acoustic wave number and v is the angular frequency. The spatial distribution of these different quantities has been studied in many configurations.9–13 The relationship ~3d! is a consequence of the fact that the reactive intensity is proportional to the gradient of the potential energy density10,14 c J52 “V. k



~4!



The vortex formation in the strong interference region is a particularity of an active intensity field and has received much attention.9,11,13,15–18 This characteristic of the polarization of the acoustic field bears relation to the curl of the active intensity, which is expressed in terms of the angular momentum density of the fluid particles @see Eq. ~3c!#.17 Another expression using only energetic quantities has been derived9,12 for coherent fields: “3I5V5



k I3J . c V



~5!



In most cases only the coherent fields were taken into consideration. Jacobsen19 shows that the degree of coherence of an acoustic field can be described by the function of co2 herence between acoustic pressure and particle velocity g up . This indicator can be expressed by energetic quantities as follows: 2 g up 5



I2 1J2 u G up u 2 , 5 2 G pp G uu 4c VT



~6!



where the energetic quantities can be written in the form of power-spectral densities ~see Sec. II C!. In the case of a co2 herent field, g up 51, and Eq. ~6! provides an additional relationship between the energetic quantities, which allows us, for example, to omit kinetic energy T and to describe the field with only I and V in Eqs. ~3!. However, in the noncoherent field, there are not obvious solutions to Eqs. ~3!, ~5!, and ~6!. It is necessary to validate these relationships. For this purpose, a model of partially coherent fields generated 963
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by a set of elementary sources is used here. In practice, stationary processes are often assumed in the energy field studies. The instantaneous intensity has sometimes been used for understanding the phenomena in acoustic fields,17,20 especially for the interpretation of the exchange of energy during one time period in a vortex region3 or in interference fields.7 However, for stationary fields, the instantaneous complex intensity does not give supplementary information in comparison with its time-averaged value. Therefore, the timeaveraged quantities are only considered in this article. B. Representation of partially coherent fields



A field created by a set of harmonic sources is everywhere coherent and the phase between two points in the field is perfectly defined. On the contrary, uncorrelated broadband sources produce partially diffuse acoustic fields. Two field points are not, in general, fully coherent. Hence the phase between two field points can be expressed only for the coherent part of the fields. It is not possible to represent a priori the partially coherent fields by the superposition of pressures due to each elementary source. The amplitudes of two elementary sources ~A i and A j ! are stationary random functions whose interdependence relationships can be expressed by a cross-spectral density function: G i j ~ v ! 5 lim T→`



2 E @A* i ~ v ,T ! A j ~ v ,T !# , T



~7!



where A i ( v ,T) is the finite Fourier transform of A i (t) measured over the finite time interval T, A i ~ v ,T ! 5



E



t 1 1T



t1



A i ~ t ! e 2 j v t dt.



~8!



The coherence function between source amplitudes can then be given as



g 2i j ~ v ! 5



u G i j~ v !u 2 , G ii ~ v ! G j j ~ v !



~9!



where 0< g 2i j ( v ) 
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